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ABSIBACI 

A large part of the Tore Supra programme is devoted to plasma ed,j 
studies. Two types of such density control apparatus have been implemented, a 
set of pumps limiters and the ergodic divertor. The goal of the present paper is 
to investigate the effect of the pump limiter throat on pumping efficiency. We 
present also the possibilities of the ergodic divertor device to facilitate 
plasma pumping and power exhaust. 
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1 - GEOHETRY OF PUHP LIMITERS 

Two different kinds of pump limiters have been used <1, 2> : the outer 
edge plasma may be magnetically channelled up to the neutralizer plate across a 
long throat, with the idea that this throat will confine the neutrals produced 
at the plate and thereby increase the density to be pumped. On the contrary the 
throat may he absent and the neutrals be transferred to the pumping system by a 
simple ballistic effect. Our present study aims to clarify the possible interest 
of a long throat by relating the edge plasma parameters, namely the plasma density 
and temperature [n (EP), T (EP)] and the normalized length L = 1/a (where 1 and 
a are respectively the length and width of throat) to the neutral density in the 
vicinity of the neutralizer plate n (NP). Such a relation will be interesting 
to understand the pumping etficiency and the different measurements available on 
the pump limiter. 

We have computed the decrease of neutral flux as the neutrals channel 
towards the open edge plasma, with the help of a code which treats the neutrals 
and plasma as two fluids, by taking into account momentum and energy exchange 
between neutrals and sidewalls, as well as ionization and charge exchange 
process. In figure 1, for given values of edge plasma density and temperature, 
we show the neutral flux profile for different values of the throat length L. As 
L is increased the profile reaches a standard shape with an exponential decrease 
with an e-folding length L n. Thus when the throat is longer than this "plugging 
length" L„, the system exhibits a regime of vanishing neutral flux at the outer 
edge plasma. Any further increase of L does not modify the neutral flux profile. 
The "plugging regime" has been reached. For a large set of edge plasma parameters, 
T_(EP) ranging from 10 to 200 eV and n (EP) ranging from 2 to 200 10 1 8 m"3, 
we have compared the computed plugging length L with the analytical expression : 
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where L , I are respectively the neutral ionization and charge exchange 
mean free paths, and L is the length rate of sidewal momentum loss. These 
lengths are those derived from the edge plasma temperature and density and 
from the "plugging regime" neutral thermal velocity (i.e. when L > L ). This 



neutral thermal velocity is driven by a balance between the charge exchange 
power gain and sidewalls power loss <3>. Excellent agreement is found between 
numerical values and analytical values on figure 2. 

Figure 3 displays the ratio of the neutral density n^(NP) at the 
neutralizer plate to the density n (EP) of the edge plasma versus different 
throat length values. One finds a strong build-up of the neutrals even for small 
values of the throat length L compared to L_. In fact, in the regime L << L , 

B B 
the density n^NP) reflects the balance between the escaping thermal flux of 
neutrals and the incoming thermal flux of edge plasma. An enhancement 
n (NP)/N (EP) results in that case from the low neutral temperature at the vicinity 
of the pumping plates. For L * L_, the average velocity of the neutrals near the 
neutralizer plate is much smaller than their thermal velocity. In the balance of 
plasma and neutral flux this leads to an increased n„(NP) in the above balance, 
but, in the cases of figure 3, that enhancement is nearly cancelled by the plasma 
density decrease at the neutralizer plate at given plasma edge density. Generally, 
the ratio nM(NP)/n (EP) in regimes L * L_ should be limited by a balance between 
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throat neutrals and edge plasma pressures. That regime will be clarified by 
further computations. 

2 - ERGODIC DIVERTOR 

The Tore Supra programme on edge plasma pumping involves also the 
ergodic divertor which has been implemented <4>. The principle of operation is 
to introduce resonant magnetic perturbations which ergodize the flux lines in a 
layer localized at the edge. Those perturbations are actually produced by six 
modules at 60 ' from each other in the toroidal direction ip, each module 
consisting of a set of alternate currents in parallel conductors as shown on 
figure 4. The main operational regime corresponds to a value of q at the edge * 4. 
A flux line then moves poloidally by the 9 period of currents in a module when 
passing toroidally from a module to the following. The flux line, each time it 
emerges from the inner R region and pass in front of the modules, experiences a 
resonant radial displacement with a random phase. Successive passages then 
results in a random walk diffusion. The motion of the flux lines has been 
analysed within the Hamiltonian formalism, by using angular and action variables 



which allow to take into account the toroidal effects. The calculated pattern of 
magnetic island positions and extensions is shown on figure 4. The ergodic layer, 
at r between 65 and 80 cm, contains a relatively large number of overlapping 
islands. This situation allows to modelize the plasma behaviour through 
quasilinear diffusion coefficients (except of course close to the conductors). 
From that point of view, it somewhat contrasts with the helical divertor 
situations <5> where the flux lines nearly remain integrable. 

A basic constraint is that the radial diffusion coefficient of the flux 
lines D-.T = <6r >/dS must be large enough in the ergodic layer to produce 

QL 
significant effects, while being small enough in the plasma core where the 
confinement must not be deteriorated. It will appear that the former condition 
means that the diffusion coefficient D-T V... applying to ions is able to 
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compete with the transverse particle diffusion coefficient D | * 10 cm /s 
expected from the normal turbulence. The second condition means that, at the 
boarder of the plasma core, the diffusion coefficient D„, V\. applying to 

QL the 
electrons is not larger than the normal heat diffusion coefficient xj./n, again 
* 10 cm Is. The quasilinear values of D n T, attenuated by the factor given in <6> 
at low overlapping (typically 0,25 for a ratio half island width/island distance 
* 0,5), are given on figure 4. It appears that an ergodic layer at T * 100 ev, 
r = 70 cm is compatible with a confined plasma at T * 1 keV, r = 60 cm. 

The ergodic divertor is aimed to produce a low temperature, high density 
plasma near the wall, to facilitate both plasma pumping and radiative power 
exhaust. The principle of operation <7, 8> is an accumulation of plasma density 
at the wall, caused by the heat flow along the ergodic flux lines, creating a 
thermal gradient at constant pressure, as already observed in poloidal divertors 
<9, 10>. This needs of course a collisional regime for reducing the parallel 
electron heat transport. In the ergodic case, the key point is the balance 
between the radial flux of particles due to the ergodicity of the flux lines and 
the flux - D_[ 6n/6r due to the normal turbulence. The former reflects the flow 
of matter created along the actual flux lines by the pressure gradient, and 
is in fact of the form - D Q. V . . ônT/Tôr. The balance with the turbulent 
flux then results in a regime of constant pressure in the ergodic layer if 
D ^ V . . > D|. In fact the parallel flow of hydrogen ions (H) drag at the same 
QL tni J-
parallel velocity the impurity ions (I), implying a constant ratio nj/n» through 
out the layer. 



The density accumulation across the ergodic layer at constant pressure 
must then result from the thermal grad" ' *T/6r created by the radial flux of 
energy • e.: aping from the plasma core ; = - (x e r_ + xj.) ÔT/Ôr, x e r_ and xl 
being the heat transport coefficients due to ergodicity and turbulence, respec
tively. It has been calculated that the energy fluxes •_ = 10 - 30 Watt/cm 
envisioned in Tore Supra should be able to sustain a temperature gradient from 
100 eV to less than 10 eV across the ergodic layer, and could accordingly 
amplify the density at the wall by a factor 10. In turn that high density layer, 
could radiate nearly all the power flux •„ at a low contamination, preserved 
in the plasma core. This should finally establish the wall temperature at a low 
level < 10 eV. 

Concerning plasma pumping, a benefit can be driven from the fact that 
the ergodic configuration channels the flux lines between the conductors of each 
module shown on figure 4. The figure 5 exhibits the results of calculations of 
the pressure pattern in a radial layer close to a set of conductors similar to 
the actual one. The calculations reflects in 3D the particle diffusion (coef-
ficent D^) together with the parallel plasma motion driven by the parallel 
pressure gradient but limited by transverse viscosity (same coefficient as 
particle diffusion coefficient DJ_) . It appears that even at low DĴ  compared 
to the value D Q L V . . due to ergodicity a quite regular structure reflecting 
the motion of the flux lines around each conductor is obtained. The figure 6 
gives the radial flow of matter, of course localized between the conductors. 
This gives obvious possibilities of using the conductor modules by themselves 
as efficient magnetically assisted pthnping limiters. 

A - CONCLUSION 

A part of the experimentation on Tore Supra will be devoted to solve 
both problems of power exhaust and plasma pumping in fusion reactors. The 
optimization of the geometry of the pump limiters is important in that respect. 
We hope that the implemented ergodic divertor, by giving a control of the 
magnetic connection between the confined plasma and the wall, will allow to 
produce new situations of well localized, dense radiating layers. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

FIGURE 1 - Neutral flux (normalized to the maximum value at the neutralizer 
plate X = 0) versus the distance X along the throat. Three throat 
lengths (L = 1/a) are considered L * 6, L * 16, L * 30. 

FIGURE 2 - Computed value of the "plugging length" L versus the analytical 
B 

values derived frome Eq. (1). 

FIGURE 3 - Ratio of the neutralizer plate neutral density, IL.(NP) to the 
edge plasma density, n (EP), versus different throat L Q the 
plugging length L n is * 10. 

o 

FIGURE 4-1*/ Structure of a coil module (repeated six times around the 
toroidal direction (p) of the Tore Supra ergodic divertor. 

2*/ Position and extension of the produced magnetic islands ; 
1 is the poloidal number for each island chain ; resonant values 
of q = 1/6. 

3*/ Values of the quasilinear diffusion coefficient D . 

FIGURE 5 - Computed pressure pattern in a meridiar plane near the wall 
(simplified conductors scheme) ; the broken lines represent the 
resonant surfaces of the three first islands chains ; 
D~T ViV.. * 10 D|. QL thi x 

FIGURE 6 - Radial particle flux across the first resonant surface of figure 5. 
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